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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study invariants of nondegenerate CR manifolds. There are two 
approaches to solve the local equivalence problem of nondegenerate CR manifolds. 
In the extrinsic approach, one defines normal forms of the defining function of 
real hypersurfaces in In the intrinsic approach, one constructs a connection 
on a principal bundle over the CR manifolds. We study in detail both approaches 
and their comparision. 
Both approaches reveal a set of invariant curves called chains. These chains 
occur naturally but in very different manners in the two approaches. They are 
at first compared to geodesies in Riemannian geometry but their behaviour turns 
out more complicated. 
The thesis first studies the hyperquadrics, which are the model space of non-
degenerate CR manifolds. Then the two approaches are presented and the chains 
are investigated. 
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Introduction 
In this thesis, we study the equivalence problem of non-degenerate real analytic 
hypersurfaces in In 1907, Poincare showed that two real hyper surf aces in C^ 
are in general biholomorphically inequivalent. Precisely, there usually is no local 
biholomorphism between two given real analytic submanifolds of real dimension 
three in C^. Then he raised the question of finding the invariants distinguishing 
two real hypersurfaces. 
It turns out that the solutions to the problem may be given in two quite dif-
ferent approaches, one of which was developed by E. Cart an in 1932 [Ca]. His 
solution was given as a complete set of invariant one forms on a principal bundle 
Y over the real hypersurface in C^. In a paper of Chern and Moser in 1974 [CM], 
the solution was generalized to higher dimensional cases. In the same paper, 
a different approach was provided, in which the biholomorphism invariants are 
the coefficients of the Taylor series of the defining function of the real hypersur-
face. Both approaches unveil respective families of invariant curves, called chains, 
which turn out to be the same. Chains were initially compared to geodesies in 
Riemannian geometry. FefFerman later showed that chains may have pathological 
behaviour. 
We begin chapter 1 of the thesis by giving Poincare's arguments on the non-
equivalence of real hyper fur aces in C^. Then the definition and some basic prop-
erties of CR manifolds will be presented as generalization of real hypersurfaces 
in CT +^i. Since the real hyperquadrics, its automorphism group Sl/(p + 1, + 1) 
and the isotropy group H of the origin play a fundamental role in the solution of 
equivalence problem, they are discussed in details. 
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In chapter 2 we show how a normal form is obtained by approximating locally a 
nondegenerate real hypersurface to a real hyperquadric. The tangential direction 
transversal to the complex tangent space is treated by. assigning double weight. 
Following [CM], we study first the formal theory and then the geometric theory. 
In chapter 3, we study the Chern-Moser solution of the equivalence problem. 
A complete set of invariant forms on a principal bundle Y is determined and 
these are interpreted as a connection with the group SU{p + 1, g + 1). 
In the last chapter, we first show that the two sets of invariant curves coincide. 
Then some basic properties and pathological behaviour will be presented. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction to CR manifolds 
1.1 Non-equivalence of real analytic hypersur-
faces in C^  
In C, any two real analytic curves are locally biholomorphic. It is natural to 
ask whether the result can be generalized to higher dimension cases. In fact, 




5 = {{z,w) = (x + iy, + iv) e C2 I r 二 y , u)} 
S = {(Z, W) = (X + tV, [/ + zV)eC^lV = ^(X, Y, [/)} 
be two real analytic hypersurfaces in C^ and let f = ( / i , /2 ) be a local biholo-
morphism which takes s to S. 
Since {fi{x + i(j){x, y, u)), f2{x + iy,u-\- i(j){x, y, u))) e S, one has 
Fi{x, y, u) 二： X{x, y, u) + iY{x, y, u) = fi{x + iy, u + i(t){x, y, u)) 
F认x,y,u) =: U(x,y,u) = f2{x ^ iy,u + i(l){x,y,u)) 
6 
/ 
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By the chain rule, for 2 
r\ r\ • T X 
OX oz aw 
• 迅 二 也 ⑶ 坤 
dy dz dw “ 
^ —坠 ( 1 +秘） 
du - dw�女碑 
OZ ow 
du dw (1 + 么） 
Q Q 
^ LFj ((1 + — u h � F j = 0, J = 1,2 (1.1) 
For s and S to be locally biholomorphic we need to find 3 real functions X, Y, U 
of the variables (x,y,u) satisfying (1.1). We have 4 real equations from (1.1) for 
3 real unknowns. Thus solutions usually do not exist. 
Argument 2 
The second is a counting argument which uses the fact that the Nth degree 
/ N + k \ • 
Taylor polynomial of a function of k variables contains unlike terms. 
v ^ 
Let 
Mo = {(z, w) = (x + ly, + n;) e C2 I w = y,u),Q = Fo(0, 0，0)} 
and M be the set of nearby surfaces of the same form 
M = {(z, !(；) = + iy, + it^) 6 C2 I V = F{x, y, u)} 
Since the Taylor expansion coefficient of order <N at the origin of F contains 
/ A^  + 3 \ 
p = terms. There is a map form M into W. The map covers a 
V ^ / 
neighborhood of the origin. On the other hand, let S be the set of local biholo-
morphims of C^ defined in a neighborhood of the origin and taking Mq to an 
/ 
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element in M. Then there is a map of S into W. This map factors through 
the map of S into the space of N-jets of pairs of holomorphic functions, namely 
[ y V + 2 \ 
C^ X C^ = IR4g，g 二 If Mq were equivalent to every other hyper-
V 2 ； 
surface of the same form there would be a continuous map form R^ to W which 
covers some neighborhood of the origin. But this is impossible whenever N > 10 
because in this case p > Aq. 
Since not all hypersurfaces are locally equivalent it, is natural to seek invariants 
which allow us to distinguish one from another. The problem of finding these 
invariants in C^ was solved by Cart an and generalizod to higher dimensions of 
Chern and Moser. We will study their results in the following chapters. 
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1.2 CR manifold and Levi form 
In this section, we will give the definitions and some basic properties of CR 
manifolds. To simplify the notations, in what follows small Greek indices run 
from 1 to n and A, B run from 0 to n+1. We also fix the reference coordinates 
(z^,w) for C：几+1, z = eC'',w = u-\-iveC. 
Definition 1.2.1 Let M be an abstract C � manifold with dim^M = 2n + 1. 
Let ]L be a subbundle of the complexified tangent bundle T^M with dime L = n. 
(M, L) is said to be a CR manifold i/]Ln£ = {0} andL is involutive, ie [Li, L2] G 
L whenever Li, L2 G L. With L understood we call M a CR manifold. 
Remarks 
(i) Almost everything we mention will be local in nature. So often we refer to 
(M, L) as a CR structure rather than a CR manifold to emphasize that our study 
is of local properties rather than of global objects in the manifold. 
(ii) It is worth to note that in some definitions, the conditions that diiriR M = 
2n 4- 1 and dime L 二 n are dropped. In such cases, we call dimc{T^M/L 0 L} 
the CR codimension of (M, L). Any complex manifold is a CR manifold of codi-
mension 0 in this sense. Definition 1.2.1 gives CR manifolds of codimension 1. 
(iii) If (M, L) defines a CR structure, so does (M, L) which is called the con-
jugate CR structure with respect to the original one. 
(iv) There is a complex structure map J defined on the real subbundle H of 
TM which generates L so that L and L are the -i and +i eigenspaces of the 
extension of J to L © L respectively. 
Precisely, we choose some basis {La} for L and note that IL 门]L = {0} implies 
{ReLa, Imha} is linearly independent over M. We set H = span^{Rel^oc, /mL^}. 
/ 
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i / is a real 2n dimensional subbundle of TM which does not depend on the choice 
of basis. Define J by 
J{ReLa) = ImLa 
J{ImLa) = —ReLoc 
Then the extension oi J ioC^H maps L^ to —iLa and L^ to iZ…which shows 
L and L are the —i and eigenspaces of J as claimed. Moreover, for X,Y e H, 
X + iJX, Y + iJY e L. Then 
[X + iJX,Y ^-iJY] 
= [ X , y ] — [JX, JY] + i{[X, JY] + [JX, Y]) 
Therefore the integrability condition [L, L] C L is equivalent to 
X , JY] + [JX, Y]eH 
[jx, JY] - [X, y ] - j ( [ x , JY] + [jx, y ] ) g H 
(v) The class of all real hypersurfaces in are CR manifolds. The subbundle 
L is defined by iJo ’ i (C_i ) Pi T^M, where 
丑o，i(C^+i) 二: span^— 
For a real hypersurface M 二 {(之,切)| v = F{z,z,u)], we claim that a basis for 
L is given by 
To see this, we note that the defining function for M is given by 
W — W _ w + w. 
and we want to find L^ such that L^r = 0. So we can take 
d d 
La — — TTT 
oz^ ow 
= • ⑶ 嘉 
/ 
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Let / be a function on M, in order to compute L^f we extend f to be indpendent 
of V so that fu, = \ ju- Multiplying the factor of —2z, one has 
. 一 1 + 印 嘉 - 心 
One of the defining properties of an abstract CR manifold (M, L) is that L is 
involutive. The subbundle L 0 L C T^M is not necessarily involutive. Let (M, L) 
be a CR structure. Let {La} be a basis for L and U he a real vector transversal 
to L e L . Let 
La, Lp] = iQapU mod L 0 L 
defines the matrix g. This matrix is often referred to as the Levi form. 
Remarks 
(i) g is hermitian since 
Wa^U = [Loc, L艮 
= — L a 
=—WpaU mod L © L 
Thus g^p = 酝 . 
(ii) The number of positive, negative and zero eigenvalues (p, q, r) are indepen-
dent of the choice of basis of L and U. To see this, assume {Lp, U} he another 
choice with 
Lp = A.pLcr 
U =bU mod L e t 
where A = (A^) is invertible and b is a non-zero real number. We have 
WpaU = [Lp, La 
— A)Let, A江百 
二 ib-l^^ga-pAli； mod LeL 
/ 
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so • = has the same signature as g. 
(iii) A CR manifold (M, L) is Levi-flat if the Levi form of M vanishes at each 
point in M. This implies L © L is involutive. 
Definition 1.2.2 A CR manifold M is nondegenerate at p e M if the Levi form 
Qp is non-singular. M is called strictly pseudoconvex atp if gp is either positive or 
negative definite. M is called a nondegenerate (respectively strictly pseudoconvex) 
CR manifold if M is nondegenerate (respectively strictly pseudoconvex) at all 
pe M. 
The definitions of CR manifolds and their Levi forms can be formulated in 
terms of differential forms. 
Let (M, L) be a CR structure. We choose local one-forms ((9, 6>�6^) G T � M 
such that 
(i) e is real and 0{X) = 0 for all JC G IL � t ; 
(ii) span{0, r ) = L丄，ie. 0 A A ... A A A …A ^ 0; 
(iii) dd 三 d^a 三 0 mod0,0a� 
Conversely, given (6>, 6>�0^) we take L = {6>, 丄.Since dO 三 "三 0 mod (9,沪, 
we have 
dO - i/i^^r A ^ ^ + 6* A + r/^r) 
三 A mod 0 
Proposition 1.2.3 Let M he a CR manifold with CR strucutre (6>, 6 > �炉� . W r i t e 
dO 三 ih^pO^ A Q百 mod 6. Then {h^^) defines a Levi form for M. 
Proof: Let L = ((9,6>”丄.We choose {U,La,Lp) such that: 
(i) {La} is a basis for L 
(ii) [La, L^] = iQapU mod IL © t 
(iii) 0{U) = 1 , 沪 ( L � = 沪 ( L J 二項 
/ 
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For L G L, we define a by [L, L] 二 iaU mod IL � t . Then 
ia 二 0[L, L 
=-dO{L,L) + Le{L)-LO{L) 
On the other hand, since =沪� L p ) =項，w e have L = …Then 
iaU 二 [L, L 
二 沪 ( L ) 沪 � L 卢 ] 
二 I 糊 
Therefore we have (h^^) = {ga^)- 口 
Remarks 
(i) The condition dO 三 dO"""三 0 mod Q,沪 corresponds to the integrability 
condition of L. 
(ii) For M 二 | r(z,乏,w,il)) — 0}, we may take 0 = idr. Since 
0 = dr{X) = dr{X) + dr{X) for all X G TM, we have idr{X) is real. Be-
sides, ioi Y e H,Y -\-iJY eh C 丑� ,1(C_1), so dr{Y + zJY) = 0 and thus 
drY = 0. 
(iii) For M = {{z, w) | v = F{z, z, u) = 0}, we can take 
0 =—去(1 + Fj)du + ^{zF^ - + _ F拟 
/ 
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By the above remark, we have 
0 = idr 
= 训 — + 作 , z ) ) ) 
Zi 
=iFadz'' + -
dw 二 du + idF 
= ( 1 + iFu)du + iF.cdz'' + 
= - | ( 1 + + lizFa — + li-iF,- — F而 
On the other hand, the restrictions to M of the forms dz'^  annihilate L and satisfy 
d t\dzY t\...八 dz""八 dzj A ...八 0 
de 三 dz""三 0 mod (9, dz"" 
Therefore 0^) defines a CR structure as claimed. 
Proposition 1.2.4 For M = {{z,w)丨 v = F(z, z, u)}, = (二【卢)defines a 
Levi form for M. 
Proof: We can take (6>, 6>�0^) as follows 
e = -iF.adz'' - {^Fu -
二 dza 
defines a CR structure on M. Then 
• a � = A . f A \ _ A . _ m A A i 
�dza, dz—P) dz^ J dz自 J L(9za，如卢」 
d 
三 护 a 
三 iF^o^e自 mod 9 
Hence dO 三 i^^zaz^dz^dz^ mod 6 and (F^a^ )^ defines a Levi form for M. • 
/ 
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We usually will be concerned with local questions. Therefore we write (M, L,p) 
to denote the CR structure on M in the neighborhood of one of its points p. The 
notation (M，.p) refers to a neighborhood of p of the manifold M.. 
Definition 1.2.5 A complex-valued function f defined on a neighborhood of p G 
M is a CR function on (M, if there exists a neighborhood Up of p such that 
L{f) = 0 for all sections L : Up h. 
Remarks 
(i) / is a CR function with respect to the CR structure {0, 0^) if and only if 
df G span{0,0''). 
(ii) If / is a CR function, then /*(L) 二 L ( / )悬 + L{f)-§= = L ( / )羞 for all L G L. 
The notation F : (Mi,_p) —» (M2, q) means that F is a map of an open set in one 
manifold Mi into another manifold M2 with F{p) = q 
Definition 1.2.6 A map F : {Mi,p) — (M2, q) is a CR map with respect to the 
CR structures (Mi, Li,j9) and (M2, L2, q) if there exists a neighborhood Up such 
that FJLi C L2 at all points of Up. 
Remark 
If F is also a diffeomorphism then it is called a CR diffeomorphism and that 
{Mi,p) and (M2, q) are CR diffeomorphic. 
:I , 
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1.3 The real hyperquadrics 
The simplest domain in C时i is the unit ball 
之 1 + ... + z^'z^ + WW < 1 
The boundary sphere is highly symmetric. It turns out that for the study of CR 
manifolds, the real hyperquadric is more suitable to better reflect the difficult 
tangential directions transversal to the complex tangent space. Thus, under the 
biholomorphism 
f zz^ z{l + w)\ 
\1 — w 1 — W J 
one transforms the ball to the domain 
Imw > + ... + z仇z^ 
and considers the real hyperquadric 
Imw = zi^i + ... + 乔 
In the following we consider a slightly more general case 
{ ( 之 , — | ” = /i一之〜 
where h^p are constants satisfying 
K-p = hf3a det{h^p) ^ 0 
We assume (h^^^) have p positive and q negative eigenvalues, p + q = n. To 
introduce a group which acts on the real hyperquadric, one imbeds C奸 1 in the 
complex projective space CP奸 1 under the transformation 
广 a An+1 
( 广 切 = V ) … ( 0 , ( 1 , … 广 ] 
/ 
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Then Q becomes 
0 =： {[C。，C1,.",C^+i]GC:P—|"�3CC3 + ^(C'C_I — C�C^) = 0} 
‘ / 0 0 \ / \ � 
= < [CO,Ci,…，C"+i]eCP奸i:(CO,CV..,C"+i) 0 Kp o ； 
( " 2 0 0 八 C — 
Thus we compactify Q by adding the following points at infinity 
Q\Q = {[C�,(1,…广1] G 卢二o} 
Further, there is a natural hermitian scalar product on C几+2 accociated with 
the equation of Q in homogeneous coordinates. Namely, for two vectors Z — 
( c o , c v . . , d “ ( c ' � , c ' v " , c � + i ) 
(z,幻 二 + 臺 — C^C'^ ) = 0 
In what follows we will denote Ti 
丨 0 0 - i / 2 � 
n = {h^s) = 0 K-p 0 , o < + i (1.2) 
^ i/2 0 0 J 
Definition 1.3.1 Let SU{p + + 1) be the group of unimodular linear ho-
mogeneous transformation on C^^ which leave the form {Z, Z) invariant. More 
explicitly, SU{p + 1, g + 1) may he given by 
{A e SL(n + 1, C) I AHA^ = H] 
Note that A induces the identity map on if and only if A = si, = I. 
Remarks 
(i) SU(j9+ 1, g + 1) is a group of automorphisms on Q. To see this, let G Q and 
Ae SU{p+l,q + l). Then 
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(ii) If K is the normal subgroup of SU(p + 1, q-\-l)lK given by = el, =/, 
then SU{p + 1, g + acts on Q effectively. 
Definition 1.3.2 An ordered set of n+2 vectors Z�, Zi,Zn+i in is said to 
be a Q-frame if [Za, Zb) = (h^^忌)，0 < A, B < n + 1 and det(Zo, Zi,Zn+i) = 1. 
Remarks 
(i) Zo, Z i , Z n + i is a Q-frame if and only if the matrix (Zq, Z i , Z n + i ) G 
SU{p + 1, g + 1). Note that if Z � , Zi,Z^+i is a Q-frame, then Zq, Zn+i G Q. 
(ii) The group SU(p + 1, g + 1) can be identified with the space of all Q-frames, 
since, an element of SU{p + 1, g + 1) may be considered as a transformation 
which maps a Q-frame into another. There exists exactly one transformation 
taking a Q-frame into another. By fixing one Q-frame as reference, the group 
SU{p + 1, ^  + 1) is identified with the space of all Q-frames. 
Let Za, be two Q-frames and let 
The linear homogeneous transformation on C时i which maps the frame Z ] to 
the frame Z\ maps the vector Cj^Z^ to 
C^ l^ 二 C M知 
If one denotes the latter vector by Zb^ one has 
= a W (1.3) 
which is the most general transformation of SU (p + 1, g + 1) when Z\ runs over 
all Q-frames. 
To determine the isotropy subgroup H of SU{p + 1, g + 1) which is the largest 
subgroup leaving a point Zq of Q fixed, it suffices to find the most general change 
/ 
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of Q-frames leaving the point fixed, which is 
Zq = tZo 
Z: = taZo + tiZ曰 (1.4) 
= rZo + + t- 'Zn+i 
where 
ta 二 —2itifaT�-
ti- 'det{ti) = 1 
-a ( ) 
Kfi妒p行—ha自 
hp-力—口 + f ( f t - i — T 广 1) = 0 
H is therefore the group of all matrices 
I t 0 o \ 
ta t 0 (1.6) 
V 丁 丁'产 1) 
with the conditions (1.5) satisfied. Its dimension is n^ + 2n + 2. By (1.3) the 
correpsonding coordinate change is given by: 
C*o 二 tCO + + 
C*" = tic + 
In terms of non-homogeneous coordinates: 
== {ifZ + 1 
lU* 二 I力 1—2秘 
where 6 = 1 + r H a C + t—Vu;. By writing Cf = t'H^, C^a"" = t—V", p 二 丨力 1—2， 
one obtains the transformations of the isotropy group H in non-homogeneous 
coordinates: 
(1.7) 
w* = pwS 
/ 
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where 
c^clhx^ = pK-p 
t-Ha 二 —2iaa = —2ih_oP 
/ m ( r V ) = —"一 a、卢 
Proposition 1.3.3 Q is diffeomorphic to the homogeneous space SU{p + l,q + 
寧 . 
Proof: It suffices to show that 
7] : SU{p+l,q + l) xQ^Q 
.A , � ^ p g + + …+ + < + i 心 ag+i + + … + < + i 之-+ O ) 
IS a transitive action on Q on the left. Let Zq, Z ^ Q, Zq, Z be the corresponding 
points in Q. Let ZF, Z^ be Q-frames with Zq, Z as the first row. Then there 
exist a会 G SU{p + 1, g + 1) such that 
which shows rj is transitive on Q. • 
SU{p + 1 , 9 + 1) C GLIN + 2, C) being a Lie group, its Maurer-Cartan forms W � 
are given by the equations: 
dZA = TT^ ZB (1.8) 
By differentiating (ZA, ZB) = HY^B, one has 
^AB + TT^ a 
/ 
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where the lowering of indices is relative to hj^ B' Explicitly, the equations are: 
^ap + 兀 如 二 0 
< '+1 —元?+1 = —元L i - 0 
+ = 0 (1.9) 
开 + 二 0 
By differentiating det{Zo, Z i , Z n + i ) — 1, one has 
dct{dZQ, Z\,...，-^n+i) + ... H~ det(Zq, Z\,..., dZ^j^i) = 1 
兀i = 0 
By the exterior differentiation of (1.8), one obtains the structure equation of 
0 = ddZA = dTT^Zs — TT^dZs 
= ( h r i Z B - T r i 八 TT辆c 
=dTT^Zc —兀5 八 TT紐Zc 




As we have seen in Chapter 1, real hypersurfaces in C^ are in general not biholo-
morphically equivalent. This poses a question of finding invariants distinguishing 
the biholomorphism classes of real hypersurfaces. Chern and Moser [CM] solved 
the problem by considering “normal forms" of defining functions. The main idea 
is to find biholomorphisms so that certain Talyor expansion coefficients of the 
resulting defining function vanish. The resulting hyper surf ace is said to be in 
nomral form. Two hypersurfaces are equivalent if they have the same normal 
form. 
In section 1 we only consider formal power series disregarding the convergence 
problem, which will be discussed in section 2. 
In what follows we only consider non-degenerate real hyper surf ace in C^ and all 
biholomorphisms are local, the origin being the point of reference. 
2.1 Formal theory of normal forms 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let M = {{z, w) G f, w^ w) = 0} where r is a real 
analytic function with r(0)=0 and dr(0) ^ 0. Then there exists a linear transfor-
22 
/ 
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mation taking M to the form 
where F is real analytic, F(0) = 0 and dF{0) = 0. 
Proof: Let 
( z A _ ( C^ Ca\ ( \ 
V ^ / V ^ / \ / 
be a linear coordinate change. Then one has 
=: + Cpz""^ + Cnf ^Cpz冲 + Cnf) = 0 
By the chain rule, 
* dz^ dw 
= r � i + r^a 
* dz3 dw 
= + r^C 
(Cf cA I r 湖 \ ( \ 
V C ) \ r^ (0) y 乂 r;*(0) y 
Since dr{0) ^ 0, (r^^(O), r^(;(0)) are not all zero, one can find c，s such that 
丨 Ci Cc. W \ ^ / \ ^ / 0 ^ 
V c ) \ / \ / V ^ 
so that r** (0) = 0 and r** (0) = —2^0. By the implicit function theorem 
for real analytic functions, there exists a real analytic function F* such that 
V* 二 and F*(0) 二 0. Besides, by differentiating 
r*(z*, r , u * + iF*, u* — iF*) = 0 
/ 
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with respect to and evaluating at the origin, one has 
今 F；*. (0) = 0 
Similarly, 
r ; . ( 0 ) ( l + + r * . ( 0 ) ( l = 0 
� Km - 0 
• 
By virtue of the lemma we limit ourselves to hypersurfaces of the form v = 
乏,u) where F is real analytic function in the 2n+l variables z �乏,u which 
vanishes at the origin together with its first derivatives. From now on the condi-
tion that F is real analytic is dropped. Instead F is considered a formal power 
series in z^,... , z^, z^,... , z^ and u with the reality condition 
= F(z,z,u) 
This hypersurface is subjected to a holomorphic transformation 
z* 二 f(^z,w) w* = g{z,w) (2.1) 
where f is n-vector valued holomorphic and g is a holomorphic scalar. Moreover, 
f, g are required to preserve the origin and the complex tangent space at the 
origin: Thus one require 
/ ( o , o ) = o 囊 ) = o 塞(o，o) = o 
For the following it is useful to decompose F into semihomogeneous parts: 
where F乂tz, 
tz, t^u) = u) for any t > 0. We call u the "weight" of the 
polynomial Fj^ . 
7 
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Lemma 2.1.2 There exists a biholomorphism such that the resulting F) is of the 
form (z, z) where {z, z) is a hermitian form. 
Proof: Since F contains no linear terms, one has 
where Q is a quadratic form and (2：, z) is a hermitian form. Consider the trans-
formation 
氺 z = z 
… 二 ” * + Q ⑷ + Q ⑷ (2.2) 
On the other hand, 
V = Q{z) + Q{z) + {z, F力,乏，u) 
u>3 
二 Qi^l + QM +〈之*, Z � + 乏*, C + 2Re{zQ{z'))) 
u>3 
=Q{ZN + ^ +〈之Z�+ E (之*，乏 *^) (2�3) 
z/>3 
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) the result follows. • 
With this simplification one can assume M be represented by 
V= (z,z) + (2.4) 
iy>3 
From now on the transformation (2.1) is restricted by the additional requirement 
that d'^gjdz^dz^ vanishes at the origin and we consider formal transformations 
of the form 
00 00 
z^ = z f = z -{-y^Jy w"" ^ w g = w + (2-5) 
/ 
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where (力之,t'^ uj) 二 力(之，秘)， 9uitz, t^w) = w) 
The group of all formal transformations perserving the family of formal hyper-
surfaces of the form (2.4) as well as the origin is denoted by Qi. One can show 
that the elements of Qi are of the form 
oo oo 
where (Cz, Cz) — f){z, z). Using the form (1.7) one can show that any (j) e G can 
be factored uniquely as 
小二 xl； o小。 
with (f)o ^ H and ip a formal transformation of the form (2.5) with 
/2(0, w) = 0, Re—g4(0, w) = 0 at w = 0 
The first term can be normalized by the choice of a^ in (1.7) and the second by 
Re(t~^T). Thus the normalization conditions for t/j are: 
f d s _d_ £ 
a Re ( ( ) 
all have no constant terms. 
In addition to the weight decomposition, a decomposition by "type" will be in-
troduced in the following. F is ordered in terms of powers of 2；,乏 with coefficients 
being power series in u. Thus 
F二 E k z 
k,l>0 
where Fki�Xz, fiz, u) 二 z, u) 
for all complex functions A, ji and (k, I) is called the "type" of Fki. 
Definition 2.1.3 Let {z, z) be written h^pz^z^ where h^^ = h^a- Let 
i^ H = E � 1 " 善 逸 广 … 汽 爲 … 乏 反 
/ 
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where dai-akh-h 肌e unchanged under permutation ofai • • • ak and l3i... Pi. The 
contraction tr{FKI) = GK-i^i-i of FKI is defined by 
t 侧 = E 广 . • •之叫—1乏庆...乏属—1 
where 
Here h^^ is defined by 
h � = � 
Definition 2.1.4 
(i) The set of admissible formal power series is 
T = z^ u) I F has no term of weight less than <5*} 
(ii) The set of admissible formal hypersurfaces is 
n = {v = {z,z) + F,F e T} 
(iii) The set of formal normalizations is 
AT = {N e :F \ Nki = Q min{k, I) < 1, tr7V22 = (trfN拟=(trfNss = 0} 
fivj The set of all admissible formal transformation functions is 
O = {h = (/, g) I /, g are formal power series which satisfy (2.6)} 
Theorem 2.1.5 A formal hypersurface M E TC can be transformed by a formal 
transformation 
z* = z f[z, w) w* = w + g[z, w) 
where (/, g) ^ O into a normal form 
y = {z, z) +N with N eAf. 
Moreover, this transformation is unique. 
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The proof of theorem 2.1.5 is based on a study of the following operator: 
Definition 2.1.6 The operator L : O ^ T is defined by 
L ( J , G) = RE{2{Z, F) + IG]W=U+I{Z,Z) 
Definition 2.1.7 A linear sub space JV of J^ is called a complement of LO if 
:F 二 LO ® f^ and = 
Lemma 2.1.8 Let M he a complement of LO. A formal hypersurface M E 7i 
can be transformed by a unique formal transformation 
2：* = 2： + f{z, w) w* = w + g{z, w) 
where (/, g) ^ O into a hypersurface of the form 
V* = (z, z) +N with N 6 M. 
Proof: Consider z* = z + f,w'' = w + g where h = (/, g) G O. One wants 
V* 二 (z*, z*) + F*, F* E M so one works backward to find the transformation 
rule. 
V + IMG = {Z + F, Z + F) + F\Z + F,Z + F,U + REG) 
+ F + IMG = {Z, Z) + ( Z , / ) + 〈 / , Z、+〈/, + + + F, U + REG) 
=> Re{2{z, f ) + zg) = F(z, z, u)-F*{z + f,z^ /，u + Reg) - � / , /) 
(2.7) 
Expand f, g as follows: 
F[Z,U + Z) + F ) ) = F + F I F + / ' i ^ + ... (2.8) 
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where the argument of / , f... are {z, u + z)) and the prime indicates differ-
entiation with respect to u. 
By substituting (2.8) into (2.7) and collecting .the terms in weight 3 one has 
Lif2,93) 二 Fs{z, z, u) — F;(z, z, u) (2.9) 
where T” denotes the set of F G ^ of weight v. Since F^ — L{0)jy © AC for all 
i/ > 3, for Fs G JF3 there exists a unique (/之，gs) and a unique F^ G A/3 such that 
(2.9) is satisfied. 
Similarly, by collecting terms of weight /x one has 
+ … . （2.10) 
where the dots indicate terms depending on fu-i , Qu, Fj,, F* with v < [i. One can 
require that F* belongs to M and solve the resulting equation for h. By using 
induction (f,g) can be determined such that the function F* belongs to JV. • 
For the description of a complement of LO one decomposes T as 
:F 二 H + N 
where IZ consists of series of the type 
n= Rki + Gn{z, z) + (Gio + zf + zf 
min{k,l)<l 
where Gjm is of type (j, m) and Af is given by definition 2.1.4. This constitutes 
a decomposition of T^ i.e. any F can be uniquely written s^s F = R N with 
R ^ 1Z and N G M. Thus PF = R defines a projection operator with range 71 
and null space J\f. One computes that 
PF= Fki + Gii{z, z) + (Gio + Goi){z, zf + zf 
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where 
h + 4 + 2 严 2 
Goo = , 丄 丄 9、（力厂)3F33 
n(n + l ) (n + 2) 
Lemma 2.1.9 L maps O one to one onto IZ 二 PT. 
The proof of theorem 2.1.5 is completed by showing that M represents a comple-
ment of LO. This can be concluded by lemma 2.1.9. 
Proof: It suffices to show 
Lh = F mod M 
has a unique solution h E O. Collecting terms of equal type one has to solve the 
equations 
{Lh)ki = Fki for min{k, I) < 1 
{Lh)ki = Fki modM for /) = (2, 2), (3, 2), (3, 3) 
Since F is real one only consider k > I. By using the identity 
彻 - +《 2 ,参 f ： (嘉 
and expanding f{z, w), g[z, w) in power of z, f 
oo oo 
f = ^fk 9 = 9k 
k=0 k=0 
where fk{tz, w) 二 t^'fj^[z,w),gk(tz,w) = w), one writes Lh in the form 
Lh = Re{2(J, z) + ig}w=u+i{z,z) 
/ 2 / 
= � / + / z) -h z) + - ( g + g i�z, z) + ...) + complex conj. 
Li 
/ 
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where the arguments of / , / ' , … ， g , g', . . . are z�u and the prime indicates 
differentiation with respect to u. Collecting terms of equal type (A;, /), one has, 
for A; > 2 
iok = 2Fko 
^ , (2.11) 
2 仏+1, z) - g��z, ) = 
for A: 二 1, 
1 ; � z , £) + 2(/2, z) - 2z�z, n z) = 2F21 (2.12) 
z)^ + 2t{fi z){z, z) - {z, zf 二 2F32 mod N 
for /c = 0, 
-Imgo = Foo 
llmgQ{z, zf - 2/m(/i, z){z, z) = F22 mod AT ( 2 工 ^ ) 
-Reg'^{z,z) + 2Re{fr,z) = Fn • 
iReg'oiz, zf — Re{flz){z, zf ==朽3 mod N 
One can solve /fc+i, gk uniquely for /c > 2 from equations (2.11). Equations (2.12) 
are equivalent to 
—K�z，z) + 2(/2, z � - /；)�z, ) = 2F21 
—4�2, zf = 2F32 — z) - zf mod N 
Since the third equation has to be solved (mod J\F) only one can replace the 
right-hand side by its projection into IZ, which is called Gio{z, z) so that 
Here /• is fixed up to a linear function in w. But by the normalization /(0，0)= 
时恐0) = 0, /o is uniquely determined. gi and f ) are uniquely determined by the 
first and second equations accordingly. 
Finally one has to solve (2.13). Since 
F22 二 + eJ\f 
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the second equation is equivalent to 
]^Imgl�z, z) - 2/m�/;, z) = Gn 
which can be solved with the first for Img�and Im{f, z) = {d/du)Im{fi, z). 
Since -^f has no constant terms j\ vanishes for u = 0, Img�, / m ( / i , z) can be 
determined uniquely by the normalization g{0, 0) = 0 and 盜(0, 0) — 0. 
Finally, since 
^33 + = Goo{z,z)^ mod AT 
The last two equations of (2.14) is equivalent to 
= Goo 
The last equation can be solved for Reg: and then the first for Re{fi, z). By 
the normalization 0) = 0) = Re^(0, 0) = 0, Reg�and Re{fi, z) are 
uniquely determined. • 
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2.2 Geometric theory of normal forms 
In the last section we study that a formal hyper surf ace in C奸 i can be transformed 
to a formal normal form by a formal transformation. Now we study that for real 
analytic hypersurfaces the formal transformations are actually convergent and 
correspond to a geometric structure on the hypersurfaces. 
The following notations will be adopted throughout this section: Let M be a 
real analytic hyper surf ace in C奸 i and 7 a real analytic curve on M which is 
transversal to the complex tangent space of M. Let {ca} be a frame of linear 
independent vectors on Tc which is real analytic along 7. 7 and {e^J are given 
locally on a distinguished point p on 7. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let M, 7，{ca} and p be as above. There exists a unique holo-
morphic mapping taking 
� M to the form Fn{z, z, u) + Emm(fc,o>2 {z, z, u) 
(ii) p to the origin z = w = 0 
(iii) {ea} to 八Co) = ^ 
(iv) 7 to the curve z 二 Q,w = g，g is a real parameter ranging over an interval. 
Assume coordinates be introduced so that p is the origin and the complex tangent 
space of M at p is given by {{z^, w) G = 0}. Let 7 be given by 
之二 P⑷ p(0) = g(0) 二 0 
Consider the holomorphic mapping 
z — p{w*) + 
w = 
/ 
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Since 
/ dz� ^ \ ( I 办(0,0) \ . 
det ^ ^ =det • 
B / (0,0) V � " ' ( 0 ) / 
Its inverse exists near the origin and takes 7 to the curve z = w = Therefore 
one can assume M is given by = F[z, z, u) and 7 by the curve z — 0, = (f so 
that F(0,0, u) 二 0. 
The proof of theorem 2.2.1 is divided into three lemmas. In the following we let 
F�—{F{z,乏,u)\F is real analytic in some neigborhood of the origin and F(0, 0, 0) = 0} 
Lemma 2.2.2 If F E F^ and F(0,0, u) = 0 then there exists a unique holomor-
phic mapping 
z* = z] w* = w w); g{0, w) = 0 
taking v 二 F[z,2,u) to v* = F*(z*,z*,u*) where F^q - - = 0 for k = 1,2,... 
Proof: It suffices to find g such that 0’ u) = 0, which implies F*(0, z*, u*) 二 
0. A condition for g is given by 
r , l O 二 咖 奶 ) - 咖 秘 ) ) + F(z, z, u) (2.14) 
where u* = u + w) + g[z, w)), w = u -j- iF[z, f , u). Regard z�z as inde-
pendent variables and set 乏= 0 in (2.14) one has 
0 = F\z\ 0, = u + iF(z, 0, u)) + F(z, 0, u) (2.15) 
Li L 
To solve (2.15) one set 
s = u-\- iF[z, 0, u) 
Since 羞（⑶)二 1 + 0，0) = 1 0, by the implicit function theorem one can 
solve for u 
u = s-hG{z,s), G{0,s) = 0 
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The equation (2.15) can be written 0 二 备g[z, 5) + 4(5 — i^ ) or = s + \g{z, s). 
Thus g{z, w) = 2G{z, w) is the desired solution which vanishes for z = 0. The 
lemma is proved by the reversing the above steps. • 
Lemma 2.2.3 Let F e F � and Fko 二 i^ ofc = 0 for k = 0,l, 2,... and Fu{z, z, 0) 
nondegenerate then there exists a holomorphic mapping 
z* = z + w); w* = w (2.16) 
with /(O, w) = /^(O, w) = 0 and such that v = z, u) is mapped into 
7nin(k,l)>2 
Proof: Let O^x be the set of power series in 之，乏 containing only terms of type 
(k, I) with k 2 I t \ and be the set of power series in 2：*,乏* containing 
only terms of type {k, I) with k > k,, I > X. 
Since Fko = Fok = 0, F[z,乏，u) can be written 
F{z, z, u) = Fu0,乏,u) + z'^Aaiz, u) + u) + O22 
where Aa{z, u) = O02. Since 乏，0) is nondegenerate one can restrict u to a 
small interval such that the Levi form 
is also nondegenerate. Let {h^^) be the inverse of {h^^) and the holomorphic 
vector function is defined by 
P l ^ = = O02 
Since f (z, u) E O20, one has /(O, u) = /^(O, u) = 0 which imply /(O, w)= 
fz{0,w) = 0. Then 
=Fn(z,z,u) + F n f , u) + Fn(/, —z�u) + Fn(/, / , u) 
= - z � u ) + K-^z-f + K-^rz^ + K-^rf 
/ 
/ 
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=Fn{z,乏,u) + � ) A 私 w) + + K^rf 
= F n ( z ，乏 + + + O22 
(by applying the identity u + iv) = u)-— to h^^andAo) 
ij Lu Uj • 
Ai 广 
= 乏 , U ) + z'^Aaiz, U) + /a卢(乏,U) + O22 
=F{z,Z,U) + 022 
Since 
/ dz*"^ dz*"^ \ 
dz3 dw _ J 
dw* dw* 
\ / (0,0) 
z^ 2： = z* + g�z"% w*) w = w* 
where g begins with second order in z*，O22 is mapped to O22 by (2.16). Then 
V* = V = F(z, z, u) 
• 
Lemma 2.2.4 There exists a unique holomorphic mapping taking the frame {ca} 
to ^ and preserving hypersurfaces of the form 
V =： Fii{z,z,u) + ^ Fki{z,z,u) 
min{k,l)>2 
as well as the curve z = w = � . 
Proof: Consider the holomorphic mapping 
z* = M{w)z w* = w 
where M{w) is a nonsingular matrix depending holomorphically on w. One can 
write 
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z 二 w = w* 
Since F(z, z,u) =v = v* = F*(z*, z*, u*), F(z, 0，i^ ) 二 0 F*(z*, 0，u*) = 0. Let 
Fi i {z ,z ,u) = , then . 
二 〜 們 
二 + (9*2 
(by applying the identity LP{Z, U-\-iv) = Y U)———to N) 
ij UJ fJj • 
Since O22 is mapped to one has 
V* = V 
=Fii{z,z,u) + ^ Fki{z,z, u) 
min{k^l)>2 
'mAn(kJ,)>2 
Finally, one can choose a unique M{w) such that the frame {e^J is transformed 
into 嘉 .T h i s completes the proof of the lemma and the proof of theorem 2.2.1. 
• 
Lemma 2.2.5 The hermitian form Fii{z, z, u) can be made independent of u by 
a unique holomorphic map. 
Proof: Consider the linear transformation 
2:* = C{w)z w* — w 
where C{w) is determined uniquely such that 
Fii(C(u)z, 0) = Fn(z, z, u) (2 工了） 
and Fn (C(u)z, z, 0) = Fn 0，C(u)z, 0) 
/ 
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Denoting the matrix {h^p{u)) by H{u) (2.17) can be written 
C^{u)H{0)C{u) = H{u) 
(左丄… 
剛 C(u) = C*(^)F(0) 
Eliminating C* {u) one obtain 
C\u) = H{0)-^H{u) 
Since H{0)~^H{u) is close to the identity matrix for small u there exists a unique 
matrix C{u) with C(0) = I. This solution depends analytically on u and satisfies 
(2.18). • 
By the above discussion one can assume the hyper surface be given by 
v = {z,z)+ Fki(z,乏,u) (2.19) 
min{kjl)>2 
and 7 is given by 2： = 0, u? = The freedom in the change of variables preserving 
7 and the above form of M is given by linear map z* = U(jv)z, w* = w which 
preserve the form (z, z). In other words one can prescribe an analytic frame ea(u) 
along the u-axis which is normalized by 
(ea, ep) 二 一 where {z, ：^〉二 [ K萨自 
The coefficients of Fki(^ z,乏,u) in (2.19) can be viewed as local functionals depend-
ing on the curve j: z = p⑷，w = 
Lemma 2.2.6 The coefficients of Fki 仏 (2 .19 ) depend analytically on p, q, q, q 
and their derivatives of order < k + 1. More precisely, these coefficients depend 
rationally on the derivatives p , p , q etc. 
Proof: Let v = G�z,乏，u) be the given hypersurfaces containing the curve z = 
p(^), w = q(^) where Req(0) • 0. The condition that this curve be transversal 
to the complex tangent space amounts to 
- 2 i G j — + 0 (2.20) 
/ 
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Subject the hypersurface to the transformation 
z = p{w*) + 2：* w = q{w*) 
one has 
- q ) - G{p + + r , ^{q + q)) = 0 (2.21) 
where the arguments in p, q are w*. Since the given curve was assumed to lie on 
the given hypersurface one has = 0 as a solution of (2.21) if 2;* 二乏* 二 0. 
To simplify the notation one drops the star and denotes the left-hand side of 
(2.21) by 
where 亞…is a polynomial in z, z, v, homogeneous of degree ( in 乏 and of 
degree 1/ in v. With this notation and by the identity 
P(之,u + iv) = [ ( • ) " ” ( > , 
,(2.21) can be written 
Av + $ 1 0 + ^ 歪 c " = 0 (2.22) 
where Av = $01 = Re{q' — 2 i G z + —iGuq}v- Thus A is an analytic 
function of p, p, q, q and their derivatives. Note that by (2.20), one has A ^ 0 
for small \u\. Similarly, the coefficients of 歪^^^^ are analytic functions of p, p, q, q 
dX ^ = u and their derivatives of order < v. 
To obtain the same property for the coefficients of F*, we solve (2.22) for v as a 
power series in z � z . Let 
where are homogeneous polynomials in 2：,乏 of d e g r e e � . B y comparision of 
coefficients in (2.22), one obtains as a polynomial in Vi, V2,…，Vc-i with 
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coefficients analytic in p, q, p, q and their derivatives of order < In dependence 
on the derivatives they are rational, the denominator being a power of A. 
To complete the proof one subjects the hyper surf ace to the holomorphic trans-
formation of lemmas 2.2.2, 2.2.3，2.2.4 and 2.2.5 which preserve the curve z = 0, 
w =From the proofs of the lemmas, one has that the coefficients of the trans-
formation as well as the resulting hypersurface (2.19) have the stated dependence 
on p, q. • 
One can fix the curve 7, the associated frame {6^} and its parametrization so 
that 
trF22 = 0 {trfFs2 = 0 {trfF s^ = 0 
Proposition 2.2.7 The condition {tr)^Fs2 = 0 gives rise to a second order dif-
ferential equation for the curve 7 where the parametrization is ignored. 
Proof: Assume the parametrization is fixed. According to lemms 2.2.6 the co-
efficients of F32 are analytic functions of p, p and their derivatives up to order 5. 
We claim that if the hypersurface is in the form (2.19) then F32 depends on the 
derivatives of order < 2 and is of the form 
Fs2 = { z , B p ' ) { z , z f + K,2 (2.23) 
where K32, B depend on p, p, p\ p analytically, and B is a nonsingular matrix 
for small . 
To prove the claim we recall that (2.19) was obtained by a transformation 
z — p(w) + C{w) + ... w — q{w) + ... 
one chooses Req{u) = u fixing the parametrization. Imq{u) is determined by 
p, p. To study the dependence of F32 a,t u = Uo one subjects (2.19) to the 
transformation 
z — s{w*) + 2：* + w = q(w* + Uo) 
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This amounts to replacing p{u) by p*{u*) — p{uo-\-u)-\-C{uo-\-u)s{u). Considering 
p and fixed oX u = Uq one requires s(0) = 0 and <s'(0) = 0 and investigates 
the dependence of F32 on the germ oi s Sit u = Uq. One chooses the higher order 
terms in the above equation in such a way that the form of (2.19) is preserved as 
far as terms of weight < 5 is concerned. This can be done by the transformation 
z = z* + 咖 * ) + 2i{z\ s'(iD*))z* 
Since the hermitian form ( , ) is antilinear in the second argument this transfor-
mation is holomorphic. Then one computes 
^ - {z, z) = v^- {z\ z") + 4Re�Z, /(0)��Z, z^f + … 
if z, w lies on the manifold (2.19). The dots indicate terms of weight > 6 in 2:*, 
乏*, u*. Thus for = 0 and setting z* 二之 one has 
Hence depends on 5, s', s" only. By using 
{C{uo + u)s{u))" = C{uo)s\0) ioTu = 0 
one has 
i^ 3*2 + 2 � Z , C - l K ) / ( 0 ) � � Z ， Z * � 2 
is independent of s. Then the claim is proved with B{u) 二 —2C~^{uo). Thus 
B{0) = —21 and B{u) is nonsingular for small values of \u . 
Therefore the equation {tr)'^ Fs2 = 0 can be written as a differential equation 
P 二 
where Q is analytic. For given _p(0), p (0) there exists a unique analytic equa-
tion p{u) for sufficiently small \u\. Choosing the curve 7 in this manner one has 
. / 
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{trfFs2 = 0. 
To show the differential equation {tr)^Fs2 二 0 is independent of the parametriza-
tion and the frame {e^}, one subjects the hypersurface (2.19) to the most general 
self mapping 
z 一 g {w)^U{w)z 
w — g(w) 
where Img{u) = 0, g{0) = 0, 5 ,^(0) > 0, {Uz, Uz) = (z, z) for real w. Under such 
mapping F拟 is replaced by 
g'iF^[U-iz,(j-�g-\u)) 
and the equation (tr)�F32 = 0 remains satisfied for z = 0. Thus (tr)^F32 is a 
differential equation for 7 irrespective of the parametrization and the frame. • 
Proposition 2.2.8 The frame {e^} can be fixed so that trF22 = 0. 
Proof: Subject (2.19) with (tr)^F32 = 0 to the transformation 
z* = U{w)z 
w* = w 
with a nonsingular matrix U{w) which for Imw = 0 preserves the form {z, z)= 
{Uz, Uz). U is defined via a differential equation 
^U = UA with {Az, z) + {z, Az) = 0 (2.24) 
CL Uj 
Then 
〈 之 二 (([/ + iU'{z, z) + {U + iU'{z, z) + 
=((/ + iA{z, z) + (/ + iA{z, z) + …)z� 
/ . 
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where the arguments of U, A are u and the dots indicate terms of order > 6 in 
z, z. Thus 
where on the left side z* = U{u)z. Since trF22 is a hermitian form the equation 
trF22 = 0 determines (iAz, z) uniquely as a hermitian form, hence A is uniquely 
determined as an antihermitian matrix with respect to ( , ). Thus (2.24) defines 
a l/(u), analytic in u and preserving the f o r m � , ) if [/(0) does. Geometrically, 
this can be viewed as a first order differential equation 
智二 (ea, e卢〉=K-p 
• 
Proposition 2.2.9 The parametrization for the curve 7 can be fixed so that 
= 0 . 
Proof: Consider the transformation 
* ' / \ i z = q [wj'^z 
w* = q{w) 
with q{0) = 0 g H 二 咖） ^ ' ( 0 ) > 0. Then 
= q{u)v -臺/V + ... (2.25) 
By using 
q'M�= q\u)i + l q � u ” q " � w + {q" {u)f + q'(u)-iq" (u)}^ + … 
one has 
�z*, z * �二 g\u){z, z) 一 hq" — z�3 + …. （2.26) 
z q 
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Substitute (2.25) into (2.26) one has 
” * —〈之 *, z , = �z, z)) + - 玲 ( z , z” + ... 
or i ^ 3 W F 3 3 + ( 臺 去 孕 ) 〈 ； 力 3 
Thus 二 0 gives rise to an analytic third order differential equation for the 
real function q{u), uniquely determined by g(0) = 0,力0) > 0, ^"(0) which are 
assumed real. Thus a distinguished parameter ( for the curve 7 is found and it 
is determined up to a real projective transformation ^ (a^ + / ? ) , / ? � 0 . • 
Thus a holomorphic transformation taking M into the normal form is constructed 
and the existence proof has been reduced to that for ordinary differential equa-
tions. The above discussion can be summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2.10 If M is a real analytic manifold the unique formal transfor-
mation of theorem 2.1.5 taking M into a normal form and satisfying the nor-
malization condition is given hy convergent series, i.e. defines a holomorphic 
mapping. 
The above differential equations defines a holomorphically invariant family of a 
parametrized curve 7 transversal to the complex tangent bundle, with a frame 
{go；} propagating along 7. The parameter ^ is fixed up to a projective transfor-
mation + /?)(/? 0) keeping f = 0 fixed. 
Definition 2.2.11 A curve ^ on a nondegenerate hypersurfaces M C is 
called a chain if for each point p G 7 there is some open set U C M and some 
local hiholomorphism $ such that has the form 
V = {z, z) + ^ Mz, z, u), (trfF32 = 0 
min(k,l)>2 
and 亞(7 n U) lies on the u-axis 
/ 
Chapter 3 
Connections and Curvatures 
To solve the equivalence problem for nondegenerate real hypersurfaces in C^, 
Cart an constructed a complete set of invariant connection forms. Chern and 
Moser generalized the solution to higher dimensional cases. The connection allows 
us to define an invariant family of curves, called chains, which will be discussed 
in the next chapter. 
3.1 Solution of the equivalence problem 
In this section, we study the generalization of Cartan's solution to the equivalence 
problem to higher dimensions by Chern and Moser. 
Let M be a (2n+l) dimensional nondegenerate CR manifold with local CR struc-
ture (6>, 0a, 0^). Let {e,召、0^) be another choice. Then 
(~e \ / . 0 0 W a 
如 = v ^ u"^  0 (3.1) 
0 -I / V 
where u is real and non-zero, v^, Up are complex and {u"^) is non-singular. 
45 
/ 
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Remark 
A G-structure of a manifold M of dimension 2n+l is a reduction of the group of 
its. tangent bundle to G. If the group of all coefficient matrices of (3.1) is denoted 
by G, then M has a G-structure. The G-structure is called integrable if the 
Frobenius condition is satisfied: d0, dO^ belong to the differential ideal generated 
by 0, . Since 0 is real, this condition implies 
dO = ih^pO'' A mod 0 
where h^p = h^a = � A n integrable G-structure is called nondegenerate if 
轉a卢）+ 0-
Consider the half-line bundle E over M defined by 
E = {{x,uO) I 6 � 0 } 
The form uj given by 
ou{X) = uOiiT.X) X e TE�T,ue� 
is independent of the choice of Q, since for another choice § = a£, a # Q, 
= vOin^X),文 GTE�一、, ” � 0 , 
= a v e { i u X � , X gTE一、 
=cj(X) 
Since dO = 0 mod Q,沪,one has 
dO = ih^pO"^ A 妒 mod 0, h^p = hp^ = h知 
- du 
� d u 二 ud£ + duO = iuKpO'' A (9^  + a; A ( — — + (jyo) (3.2) 
'XJj 
where 0 � i s a real 1 form on M. The equation (3.2) can be written 
duj = iga-puja 八 cjS + a;八 0 (3.3) 
/ 
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where cu^ are linear combinations of Q^, 0 and g^^ = g如 are constants. 
The forms cj, Rect；", Ima;" and (/> constitute a basis of the cotangent space of 
E. The most general transformation of cj, and (j) leaving the equation (3.3) 
and the form cu invariant has the matrix of coefficients: 
^ 1 0 0 0 、 
0 0 
“ (3.4) 
0 u"^  0 
\ s igpau'^pv^ -igp^u^vP 1 乂 
where s G M and ga^u^u? = gp吞. 
Let Gi be the group of all non-singular matrices (3.4) and Y be the principal 
Gi-bundle over E consisting of all such form cj, cj"^ , cj^ and 小.Then E has a 
Gi-structure and 
d i m = (n + i f , d i m 二 2(n + 1), dimY = dimGi +dimE= (n + 2f - 1 
Now there are the canonically defined 1-forms u;, uj^, uj^ and 小 on Y and new 
ones will be introduced so that the total number equals the dimension of Y. 
Since dO^ 三 0 mod 0, one has duo'^ 三 0 mod cu, uj日 and 
d o ; � = 0；"八(/)广+ (3.5) 
In what follows the 知^'s are allowed to be variables and g冲 are introduced 
by the equations 
They are used to raise and lower indices and the location of an index will be 
indicated by a dot, for example, 
The exterior differentiation of (3.3) gives: 
Kdg^ -p — 自—(pp^.g^a + gcTp小、八 CJ"八 + + 知卢 A 於卢一iclf^ ga自 A c / )八 o; 二 0 
‘ / 
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4 Kdga^ — - + 9a-p(t>) A CJ" A + + — A / - A o;^) A o; = 0 
(3.6) 
and the exterior differentiation of (3.5) gives: 
{uj^  八 + o;八(/>")八小巨a 却"a + (igpauf 八 斤 + a;八(/))八 0 � 一 八 = 0 
=> —(j)^.八-—八(/)，八 + 一 小 小“"一小曰 /\ 0卢"）八 U； = 0 
(3.7) 
Lemma 3.1.1 There exist cjyf which satisfy (3.5) and 
dQa^ + 9a^ (t> —小a百 _ 小如=(/)如=如s (3.8) 
or dga百-g'^^cj) + (jf"百 + = 0 
Such 0广 are determined up to additive term in uo. 
Proof: By (3.6) one has 
dga百—小a自-小如 + 9ap(t> = + 召a灼…+ CoT— 
where A^^^ 二 A ) 如 ， B 咖 = B � , . Since 
dgf3a — (hdc —小如 + gpa(l> = AfSa^Uj'^ + Bp 的iJ^ + C两UJ 
dgap —小 a自—(t>Pa + = + + C^^UJ 
and from the hermitian property of one has 
— B 陶 C^p = Cf3a 
Let ( / ) �二 (/)一 + A^p^uj^ + \Ca0Oj, then 
- ^'ap - ‘ + 
= A c T P W + Ba-p^uP + C^pU 一 — — ^ C^^CJ — ^C^^cj 
二 0 
/ 
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o / A (/>；3« 
三八 (於 / 3 � + V T … “ 〜 ） 
三⑴P /\小厂 
三 duf" mod uj 
Therefore satisfy (3.5) and (3.8). 
Besides, 
0 = + g^ pc!) - (f)'^ ^ -
= + SZc^ — 一 g〜 
=-dg喷 + - (j)', 内 
Finally, let 小仅曰 and (jy'j^ , both satisfy (3.5) and (3.8) and 
小 : 二 於 + a:⑴ + + c二 J 
Substitute the above equation in (3.5) and (3.8) one has that 
h - rf^ - 0 
• 
In what follows we will suppose (3.8) holds. Then by (3.6) 
d(t) = icj卢八(/)卢+场卢八cj卢+ cj八於 (3.9) 
where 功 is a real one-form. 
Lemma 3.1.2 Let be exterior two-form satisfying 
$ 广 八 三 0 , 歪 冷 + 少 如 三 0 modcj (3.10) 
Then 
^ap 三 Sa辆⑴3 A UJ厅 mod u (3.11) 
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where 3^(3pa has the symmetry properties: 
Sot^pa = S^apd- =二 Sa(3ap (3.12) 
Sap pa = = Spaaf3 (3.13) 
Proof: By (3.10), one has 
八 三 0 mod UJ 
少/3d 三 Xf3a'y 八 � ] w h e i e are one-forms 
By the second equation of (3.10) 
八 U) + X/3a7 八 三 0 mod u 
=4> Xa卢7 八…三 0 mod uj"^ 
盃a卢三 X a h A w "三 0 moduj,ujP,uj& 
^ap 三 八 � � m o d UJ 
Besides, 
^ap 三 Sa辆⑴3 八 mod uj 
^pa 二 &三S一自U行八 u /三 - S p行� C I 3⑴口八 
By ^ctp + ^pa = 0 mod cj, one has Sappa 二 S—f3. Finally, 
八 三 0 
三 0 
=> - S*�u/u、1 三 0 
one has = S^paa- The other symmetry property is obtained similarly. • 
Equation (3.7) indicates the necessity of studying the expression: 
n J =却 J - A 小曰 
/ 
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By (3.8) 
n/3a = g伸邮^. — (j)^,八(!)供=d(t)f3a - (/>/3a A (/) - (j)的八 
n御 + n 的 = + (fc/3) - {(t>Pa + (fc/3)八小 
By using 八 = cj)?.八小的 and differentiating (3.8), one has 
n/3a + Ilaf3 = 卯 满 (3.14) 
Define 
三 ly^ - iujp hcjP + i^p 八 + i6j{(l)a A CJ” mod u (3.15) 
电[3&三 — +坤p N �& + W 阳 N � m o d u j (3.16) 
By (3.7), (3.9), (3.14), 
^a^ + ^^a = 0 mod UJ 
否 f A u/^ 三 0 mod u 
So satisfy (3.11) - (3.13). 
Lemma 3.1.3 The forms 小口“，小“,冲 satisfying (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) are defined 
up to the transformation 
=小；a. + DgiJ 
= + Di^ 〜口 + E � 
— • + Glu + - E^uj^) 
where G G M. and D^^ + D^^ 二 0. 
Proof: Let 
= + Dp� 
(jf = + E'^uj + + T广 cj 卢 
= + Gcj + 认Haija 一 HaOJ^) 
/ 
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then by (3.5) 
=u/ /\ 小‘卜 UJ /\ (//a 
冷 i?々 。二 iV" V = o 
By (3.9) 
dcj) 二 iu艮 /\ 小浮 + i(j)p 八 a/ + u;八 
=—八（(/>'" + E^u + a A j ” + + E^u + 八 J 
+0；八（功'+ + 认HaU/“ — HaUJ^)) 
二 iij艮八小‘艮+ 八卢 + cj八功' 
^ Ha = E ^ = Ea, Da自 + = 0 
• 
Lemma 3.1.4 The D^^ can be uniquely determined by the conditions 
Sp-a = : " 气 如 = 0 (3.17) 
Proof: Define S — g^^S^^p and D = D二. Since g^^ and S^百 are hermitian and 
D^p is skew-hermitian, S is real and D is purely imaginary. Let 
r O 二 del；二 - 八小 
三 n“7 _ i⑴3 八小、+ 八 0；7 + <《(於二 八 rrwd u 
one has 
= S'J-a + W - m + D^a, - � -
4 Spa = s'p^ + i{gpaD + Dp�_ (n + l)D^p) 
Therefore 
� 6 = 0 4 -iSp-a = gpaD + (n + (3.18) 
4 2(n + 1)L) = -iS (319) 
/ 
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Substitute (3.19) into (3.18), one has 
〜 ： 藉 + 2(n + i;(n + 2 产 5 (3.2。） 
Since the Dp吞 given by (3.20) is unique and satisfies Dp疗 + D^p = 0, the lemma 
is proved. • 
By the condition (3.17) the forms are completely determined and we wish to 
compute their exterior derivatives. By (3.15) and lemma 3.1.2, one has 
n f — — + t4(3 八 W + i^ }{(t>a A c ^ � = S^plujP + AO； (3.21) 
where A") are one-forms. Substitute (3.21) into (3.7), one has 
— 0 八(^ a _ (/)卢八(/)"。一 A广八 cj" 二 八 a; (3.22) 
where fi^ are one-forms. By (3.9), (3.14) and (3.21), one has 
+ A邱）八 o； = ga—p� A 功 
+ + gpa^ 三 0 TUOd UJ (3.23) 
By (3.5), (3.8) and (3.22), one has 
diOa = = —ij /\ + Uo^ /\ (j) + UJ h (l)a (3.24) 
dcpoc = = 八(/)卢 + A , 八 + 八 u; (3.25) 
By differentiating (3.21) and consider only terms involving uf ignoring those 
in UJ, one has 
— SrMi- - V W + 水‘-Vf 诊/ 
三 KXf3�p& + 入 浙 - S j X a p - Sjx^p) mod OJ, u;�⑴百 
By contraction 
dSpa — St為T - Spf(t)J.三 i�gp疗xf. + Xpa _ 0 + 1)A斤")mod cj, 
’/ 
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When Spa = 0, Pp^A/ + - ( n + 1)A即三 0 mod uj, uA By (3.23) 
1 -
Xpa 三— g P p斤 r n o d cj, cj", U/ 
冷 V ^ 三 《 功 moduj,iJ\iJ 
Therefore one can write 
V =��, + + + 
1 -
or = 飞 + 一 3 + Wp^^u^ + ap^uj 
Substitute into (3.23), one has 
Vpap + W-^pf3 二 0 
Hence (3.21) can be written 
= + v^lup / w + w^ry 八 � 
二 八 + V二⑴P 八 u - v y y 八 cv (3.26) 
Subsititute into (3.7) one has 
二 却 “ — 於 八 — 办 小 f + 秦妙八 = — 八 + 八 U；厅 + ““八 U； 
(3.27) 
where v^ are one-forms. 
Lemma 3.1.5 With (3.8) and (3.17) fulfilled as in lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 there 
is unique set of (j)^ satisfying 
V二 = 0 (3.28) 
/ 
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Proof: The effect of the transformation in lemma 3.1.3 with D f = 0 on V .^^  is 
given by: 
V二二 V ; ; - 顿 + . 
For V;Pp = 0，we have E^ = • 
An expression for dip can be obtained by differentiating (3.9) and using (3.5), 
(3.24) and (3.27): 
UJ 八� - d 4 ) + (/)八功 + 2i(j)^ /\(t)f3 — iu/ 八"卢一iz/ 八 cj") = 0 
^ = : (hi) — (I) /\ • — 八如 = — i u / 八“卢一iz/ 八 cj" + p 八 cj (3.29) 
where /? is a one-form. Hence by differentiating (3.27) and considering only terms 
in ujP f\ one has 
dVap, 一 V : � 5 0 / + - V,,伞工-V;小=厅诊"+ 項 + mod co, J 
(3.30) 
VpPp = 0 is equivalent to V.^ p^ g^ ^ = 0. Its differentiation gives, by (3.8) and (3.30) 
z/7 三 0 mod u, uo^, u/ 
Therefore we can write 
三 p j c j � + Q-�-曰 mod UJ (3.31) 
Substitute into (3.27) 
妒 二 八 + V.%iJ + P ^ V 八 w + Q 广 o ;卢八� (3.32) 
For future use we write down the formula 
少a = d(t)a — (Pa^ 八 + I炒八 U；^^ 
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=-V-如,�自八 — Vaf 巨八 + 八 + P-如⑴艮八 U； (3.33) 
Substitute (3.31) into (3.29) one has 
屯=i{Qa(3 �a — 八 iJ) - iPp^LJp 八 + 八 O； (3.34) 
where 
Pap = Pa 百 + P百a = P^a (3.35) 
Lemma 3.1.6 The real form 於 is completely determined by the condition 
P : = 0 (3.36) 
Proof: ip still undergo the transformation 
il； = il；' + Guj 
Denoting the new coefficients by dashes, from (3.27) and (3.32) 
Besides, from (3.35) one has 
Pa"" = ^MP^-) 
� 二 P: + nG 
For = 0, one has G = • 
Oi • ’ n 
By differentiating (3.34) and using (3.29), considering only terms in ujP /\uf, one 
has 
dPp-, — Pra<i>；. — Pp�(k�-Pp-a小三 + 2V陶小巨—办斤p TTwd UJ, C^。，J 
By (3.8)，（3.28) and (3.36), one has 
p 三 0 mod uj, u/\ u曰 
/ 
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Hence (3.34) can be written 
屯 = 认 Qa(3 �a — 八 ij) - iPp^UJp 八 + {Ro.Uj'' + RaOO^)八 u (3.37) 
The above derivation can be summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1.7 Let the manifold M of dimension 2n+l be provided with an in-
tegrable nondegenerate G-structure. Then the real line bundle E over M has a 
Gi-structure, in whose associated principal Gi-bundle Y there is a completely 
determined set of 1-forms 小口�, ^a^ ^ of which cj, 功 are real，which sat-
isfy the equations (3.3), (3.5), (3.8), (3.9), (3.17), (3.26)，(3.27), (3.28), (3.29), 
(3.32), (3.36) and (3.37). The forms 
uj.u-.u^cj,, (3.38) 
are linearly independent. In particular, suppose that the G-structure arises from a 
real analytic real hypersurface M in . Suppose there is a second real analytic 
hypersurface M' in whose corresponding concepts are denoted by dashes. 
Then there is locally a hiholomorphic transformation to C'几+i which maps 
M to M, if and only if there is a real analytic diffeomorphism of Y to under 
which the forms in (3.38) are respectively equal to the forms with dashes. 
Proof: " ^ Met / : M M' be a local CR map. Let ((9,6'") and (i9�6>'” be 
the CR structures on M and M ' respectively. Identifying M and M' on the same 
C^+i, one has 
e 丨=uO 
and hence 
UJ' = (jJ 
Ja 二 CJ" 
/ 
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Then the remaining forms will be the same according to the above derivation. 
“ “ let u) and a/) be local coordinates on and C � + i respectively. 
.let p : y —> y be a real analytic diffeomorphism of Y to under which the 
forms in (3.38) are respectively equal to the forms with dashes, uj.uj^ are linear 
combinations of dz�，dw and are linearly independent over C. Since 
U' = LO 
Ja 二 O；" 
g has the property that dz'�du' are linear combinations of dz�dw. Since 
dz'a = + 臣 + -^dw + — 
OZ^ OzP ow ow 
Then ^ ^ = = 0 =4> (Z^, CJ^) are holomorphic functions of z and w. • 
. / 
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3.2 Geometric interpretation of the solution 
In this section, we first apply the results in §3.1 to the real hyperquadrics 
<3 = {0 ,切 )h = QapZ^'z'^} 
and then consider the general case. The notations in §1.3 will be used. Let Za 
be a Q-frame with Zq lies in Q where Zq = tY,Y = (1, z ^ , t o ) . Then 
臺 兀 0 时 1 二 {dZo, Zo) = \t\\dY,Y) = + 
On the other hand, 
I -
uj = u9 = u{-dw — ig^pz^dz^) 
By setting, u = one has 
。=去兀。糾 
Comparing (3.3) with the structure equation (1.9) for dTrg+i, one can put 
= < 小 = + C i = - ^ 0 — (3.39) 
By putting 
r = 2<+ i c^f. = - 功 = — 4 兀 ( 3 . 4 0 ) 
the equations (1.9) are identical to the equations in Theorem 3.1.7 with 
>^a/3pd- = Vapp = Pa 艮=Q ap = Ra = 0 
Under the change of Q-frame, 
cj* = Z*) = -i\t\^{dZo, Zo) = I 和 
let 
( / \ � 
/ t 0 0 \ 
丑1 二 ta tf 0 eH ： \t\ = i > 
A- 丁'尸J , 
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Then the form LJ is invariant under Hi. Since (IZA = TT^ZB, one has 
4 = 2i{dZo, Zn+i) = 
By (3.39)，under a change of Q-frame by Hi, one has 
\ / 1 0 0 o W . \ 
cj*^ i t r 0 0 o / 
二 .卢 _ (3.41) 
cj*" - i t - H ^ 0 0 u / 
•p 
�(/)* 乂 y Re(Tt-i) -2itTa 2it-Wa 1 y y (/) y 
The coefficient matrix in (3.41) belongs to Gj. The mapping Hi — Gi is 
a homomorphism. li K = {M e K \ M = si, = 1}, then one has the 
isomorphism 
Hi/K 兰 Gi 
Since T =: SU{p + + l)/K�Hi/K ^ Gi, in what follows Gi will be 
considered a subgroup of SU(p + 1, g + V) jK. 
Introduce the matrix notation 
{h) = n = {h^B) 
where TC is defined in (1.2). Then the lie algebra Lu of SU{p + 1 , ^ + 1) is given 
by 
{ ( 0 = (Z 力 , 0 < + 1 I (/)(/z) + {h){ir = 0, Tr{l) = 0} 
And the lie algebra of Hi is given by 
{ ( 0 e Lu I IS 二 C = Mlo) = 0} 
With this notation the matrix 
⑷ = (兀 f ) 
is an Lu-valued one-form on SU+1，1). The equations (1.10) can be written 
/ 
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d{7v) = (tt)八（TT) 
Let 
= (Z。，Zl,…，Zn+l) 
Then equations (1.8) can be written 
d{Z) = (7r)(Z) 
and the equations for change of Q-frames become 
( Z * ) = (綱 
If (tt*) is defined by 
d{Z*) 二 (7r*)(Z*) 
then one has 
(兀*) 二 ⑷ ⑷ ⑷ - 1 二: a d ⑴ ⑷ 
In general, let y be a principal Gi-bundle over a manifold E. Let F be a linear 
group which contains Gi as a subgroup. In our case, 
r = SU{p + 1, g + 1 ) / K � H i / K ^ Gi 
Let 7 be the Lie algebra of F realized as a Lie algebra of matrices. Then one has 
the adjoint transformation 
G i x T 1 ^ r 
�� � � � - 1 
then Gi acts on 7 by the adjoint transformation 
G i X 7 I——> 7 
� ( 0 � � � — 1 
Definition 3.2.1 A T-connection in the bundle Y is a ^-valued 1-form (it), the 
connection form, such that under a change of frame by the group Gi, (tt) trans-
forms according to the formula 
(兀*) = ad(t)(7r)，(t) G Gi 
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Definition 3.2.2 The curvature form of a T-connection (11) is defined by 
(n) 二 d{7r) - (tt) a (tt) 
Remark 
The adjoint transformation of Gi on 7 leaves the Lie algebra gi of Gi invariant 
and induces an action on the quotient space 7/5^1. The projection of the curvature 
form on 7/pi is called the torsion form. 
In order to provide a geometric interpretation to the results in §3.1, one follows 
the case of the real hyperquadrics and rewrites the equations in Theorem 3.1.7 
(the g^^ are now supposed to be constants) by the following transformation: 
TT广 1 = 2oj - (n + 2)^ 0 =办“a + 小 
< =uf" = 
<+i = =-略 
二 於 " 《 - 二 开0。 
心1 = + 
Then TT灵 are 1-forms in Y and the matrix (tt) 二 (7r;f) is Lu-valued, i.e., 
� � + � � � = 0 
and the equations in Theorem 3.1.7 can be written 
d(7r) = (tt) a (tt) + (n) 
where 
/ ng 0 0 A 
(n) 二 n^  nf 0 
no n^ fro 
\丄丄n+l丄丄n+l 一丄丄0 / 
and 
(n + 2)ng = i C i 二—去屯 
- - 沖 i C i 二 去屯" 
n/^  二少"———s^^ 7 
^ a- n + 2 " T 
. / 
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where 少以卢，and $ are exterior 2-forms in cu，uj^  and uj^  defined in §3.1. For 
any such forms 
B 三 a^puj'^ 八 ct；卢 + terms quadratic in lu^ or uj^ mod uj 
define 
Tre = ga 艮 a功 
Then the equations (3.17), (3.28) and (3.36) can be written 
T r n f 二 0, TVIlg = 0 
TrUl 二 Trn:+i = 0 
T r l ^ H = 0 
or in the matrix equation 
Tr (n ) = 0 (3.42) 
Under the adjoint transformation of Hi, 
⑷—碑 ) (7r ) , 
(n) — 
the condition (3.42) remains invariant. One submits LU, CO^, (J) to the linear 
transformation with the coefficient matrix of (3.4) and denotes the new quantities 
by the same symbols with asterisks. Since (tt) is uniquely determined by (3.42) 
according to theorem 3.1.7 and since these conditions are invariant under the 
adjoint transformation by i / i , one has 
(tt*) 二 ad{t){TT),t G Gi 
Therefore (tt) satisfies the conditions of a connection form and one has the theo-
rem: 
Theorem 3.2.3 Given a nondegenerate integrahle G-structure on a manifold M 
of dimension 2n+1. Consider the principal bundle Y over E with the group 
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Gi C SU{p + 1, g + l)/K. There is in Y a uniquely defined connection with the 
group SU{p-\-l, g + 1)； which is characterized by the vanishing of the torsion form 
and the condition (3.各2). . 
We end this chapter by giving the definition of chains. Consider a curve 7 which 
is everywhere transversal to the complex tangent hyper plane. Its tangent line 
can be defined by cj" = 0. By (3.5) restricted to 7, one has 
= b � 
Definition 3.2.4 A curve 7 is called a chain if b^ 二 0. The chains are therefore 
defined by the differential system 
Chapter 4 
Chains 
4.1 Identification of the two definitions of chains 
We gave two definitions of chains in the previous chapters. In this chapter, we 
study the result that the two invariant families of curves are actually the same 
and will discuss some of their properties. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to 
nondegenerate real hypersurfaces M G C^ and assume gii = 1 from now on. 
In Y is a 8 dimensional principal Gi bundle and there are 8 linearly indepen-
dent forms: 
U UJ^ U^ (j) (j)\ (j)^ (j)^ 妙 
satisfying 
(iu; = 八 cjl + o; A {(1)1 + (pi) 
= c^ i 八(/)];+ u; A 
= � + A (/^ i + A - !功 A + Qcjl A u； (4.1) 
d j^ = ((/)} + A ^  + + (Rcji + Rcj'^ ) A u; 
d(l)\ = iuj^ 八 — 2i(t^ /\ u/ — �杯 ⑴ 
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By the isomorphism 
LJ = fl 
oj^ = ni 
= -^3 
= 2^ 4 
Q 二—R 
R = 2S 
(4.1) becomes 
= 广n/\ (O2 +1^2) 
dvti = -0.1 八 — Q 八仏 
dQ.2 = 八 + < 仏 八 Q3 — Q 八 Q4 (4.2) 
d^h = 八 一 仏 八 仏 一 孤 八 
dfk = in^ A^s - ( 仏 + 彻 八 + {SCli + SQi)八 n 
According to definition (3.2.4), cj" = = 0 gives fli = = 0. 
Cart an constructed a complete set of invariant forms starting with a real 1 
forms 0 and = dz. 6 is normalized by the equation: 
de = 幼 1 A + 6(9 A 6>i + M 八 
By introducing auxiliary variables A G C \ {0} , / i G C,/) G M, Cartan defined the 
one-forms 
n = \x\^o 
Qi = + fiO) 
= + Bfi + CO (4.3) 
ns = + DO^ + + FO) 
仏 = i ^ p + 臺("办—i^dfi) + + + GO) 
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where 
A = -{b + 2i/2) 
B 二 —ifi 
^ ic 2 7 
^ ic i ) 
E = —/i(6 — i/j) 
„ i/x /i ^ icu ci — be + 2ibo 
F = 丁 + + 6 
^ 11 2 \b\^c + bl + bl- g i. ^ - c|/i ^ n^ 
G 二 i T + 6 ^ + 《 普 + + " + 
I = ci — be — 2ibo g = Cii — i— 
tr 1"丨2 .— , 1 -L 2 , 1 - , 1 
H = — -i^p-hp- -lb /i + - c / i + -6o — —zl 
and the bo, bi, bi are defined by the equation: 
db = boO + biO^ + 
The exterior differentiations of the forms are the same as the equations given by 
(4.2). The variables (x, fi, A, p) are local coordinates for the 8 dimensional bundle 
Y. r^ i 二 = 0 gives: 
(91 = -L10 
_ _ (4.4) 
djj, = — + ^icfi — ^1)0 
Proposition 4.1.1 Through each point p G M and tangent to a vector transver-
sal to the complex tangent hyperplane H there passes exactly one chain. 
Proof: {Oi, r^ s, ^ 1 ,03} defines a closed differential ideal. By the Frobenius The-
orem, locally Y is foliated by some 4 dimensional bundles N. From the expressions 
(4.3) for r^ i and O3, N must contain the vectors {臺，泰悬 } in its tangent space 
at each of its points. So N must be of the form //(t), A, p | t G R} . Since 
會 ） 0 , x{t) is a smooth curve in M and tt :Y M takes N onto this curve. At 
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any point p of M the coordinates can be introduced so that 0 = du and = dz. 
Let 7 = (z{t),u(t)) be a curve in M. Then 0 gives: 
- , � z,(t) 
so /i is the reciprocal of the usual complex slope. We have = 0 for the u-
axis and |/i| 二 oo for directions in z-plane. Any unoriented direction at a point 
Xo not in the H-plane has a finite slope f i � a n d so the unique integral mani-
fold N through (xq, /j^ q, A, p) projects onto a chain through z.�and having direc-
tion fio- The uniqueness of the chain follows from the uniqueness of N through 
Oo,/io,A’y9). • 
Proposition 4.1.2 The chains on Q are the intersection of Q with complex lines. 
Proof : “ -4= “ On the real hyperquadric Q = {(2:1, Z2) | Imz2 = one may 
take 0 = idr = \dz2 — iz^dzx and — dzi. So dO — iO^ 八炉 and b = c = I = 0. 
By (4.4) one has 
(91 二 一/i(9 
dfi = 
On the complex line azi + [3z2 = 7, one has adzi + jMz) = 0 and so on the 
intersection of this line with Q, 0 and are related by 
aO^ +/3{20 + 2izi0^) = 0 
If one set fi = a+2ipzi, one has 
(9I = -iiO 
Besides, 0 = (2 幼 d 约)/i + (a + 2if]zi)dfi 
^ 2 称 |2 
dfl = ^ ^ 
a + zip^i 
=i/i|/i|2(9 
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Thus the intersection of the line with Q is a chain. 
" " A direction transversal to H determines both a unique chain and a unique 
complex line. • 
To find explicitly the chains on Q, one take 
0 二 -{du + izidzi — izidzi) 
= dzi 
It is convenient to choose a time parameter such that along a given chain {z{t)^u{t)) 
H 
and so = — | and djji = ifjL 
That is, one consider the system 
姻 = — 補 K � + 仏 ⑷ 义 ⑷ 
4 ⑷ = - 志 (4.5) 
/ / � = i / i ( t ) 
ignoring the solution given by the u-axis. The unique solution to (4.5) with the 
initial value 
, = 0 之 1(0) ju(0) = 
is: 
Z,(t) = - I) u{t) = ^ = lye议 
V V丄 
Theorem 4.1.3 The chains given by definitions (2.2.11) and (3.2.4) are the 
same. 
Proof: Let M be in partial normal form 
k>2,l>2 
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二 zl'^+ F{z,z,u) (4.6) 
Here one assume F be more general and is of order 0\z\^ for some K > A. In 
what follows we want to express b, c etc. in terms of the defininig function 
r = Z2) -v{z,z, u) 
One computes 
0 = idr= + ^vl^ du + (_备 + 丢i^ n) Vzdz + (备 + 去〜)^-zdz (4.7) 
Subsititute (4.6) into (4.7) and use F = 0\Z\^, K > one has 
idr = ( l + 0\z\'A du + (-'-z -'-A + 之 1) + � | 之 1 ) dz 
乂 2 / \ 2 2 ) \ 2 2 ) 
(4.8) 
where = + izFu 
=> d{idr) 二 2(1 + B')dz 八 d 乏 + i{]-Au + t\du — i ( 汰 + 八 du 
(49) 
where B' = + A,) + 
By (4.7) du= {2 + 0\z\^^)idr + 0\z\dz + 0\z\dz, so (4.9) can be rewritten as 
d(idr) = i{l + B)dz A 乏 + {iAu + 0\zf)dz A {idr) + {-iA~u + 0\zf)dz A [-idr) 
where B = + A,) + 0\z\^ 
Let f = and take 0 = ifdr and 二 dz, then 
dO = idz 八 乏 + {iA^ + 0\z\^)dz 八 6> + {-iAu + 0\z\^)dz 八没 + •^(9 
tJ 
Define the coefficients a and by the equation: 
0 = adu-\- pdz + pdz 
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Then it can be shown that for any function h with dh 二 ho6 + hidz + hidz, 
ho = a~^hu 
hi = hz — a-iphu 
hi = hz-
Since / = 点 = 1 - B + 52 —…and 5 = so / = 1 + Olz f ' ' ^ . By 
(4.8), one has 
0 - f{idr) = + Olzl^'-A du + (-'-z + Olzl""-'] dz + ('-z + dz 
/ V 2 J \2 / 
and so 
Thus 
ho 二 {2 + 
hi = h, + {iz + 
hi = h, - {iz + 
Hence 
dO = idz f\ d^ + be dz + U d^ (4.10) 
where b = -iA^ - - Bf, - izf^ + (4.11) 
Further, 
c = bi = b^ - izb^-h 
Cl = Cz izCu + O Z K-l 
^ 1 (4.12) 
Cii — ci 乏—izci + 
I = Ci — be — 2ibo 
Since B = and / 二 1 — B + (4.11) can be written b 二 —i儿 + 
Bz + Corresponding to this simplification, one has 
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b = F,,, + Olzl''-' 
c = 
ci = + (4.13) 
Cll = 'Fzzzzzz + 
zzzz 
Recall that we assume our hypersurface M is in partial normal form 
k>2,l>2 
For M in normal form, K = A. Then b, c, I in (4.12) become 
b = AF22Z + 12^ 32^ 1' + 6^ 23^ 2 + (I8F33 — I6FI2 + 2lF'�2 + 8i^ 24 乏 3 + 24P24之2 乏 + 
C = 4F22 + 12(F32^  + F2^ Z) + 4(9F33 — 8F|2)|z|2 + 24(F24Z' + F42Z') + 
I = 4(3^ 32 + 12^ 42^  + (9F33 — 32^ 22 — + 
(4.14) 
And the chains on M satisfy the equations 
dz = —iiO 
(4.15) 
dfjL = (-2F23(u) + Ojzl + 0\fi\)0 
where 0\ii\ is small with respect to |/i . 
Now let p G M, V G TMp be a direction transversal to H, 7 be the unique chain 
through p in the direction v in the sense of definition (2.2.11), F be the unique 
chain through p in the direction v in the sense of definition (3.2.4), be a local 
biholomorphism taking p to the origin, 7 to the u-axis and M to a hypersurface 
in normal form. Then F is mapped to the unique curve in 亞(M) passing through 
the origin and tangent there to the u-axis. The curve $ ( r ) is a chain in the sense 
of definition (3.2.4). 
To show that 7 = F we need to show that u-axis is a chain in the sense of 
definition (3.2.4). But along the u-axis, z 三 fi 三 0, which is a solution of (4.15) 
as long as F32 (u)三 0. • 
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4.2 Chain-preserving maps 
A CR diffeomorphism preserves chains. In this section we study Cheng's result 
Ch] that the converse is essentially true. We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.1 The CR structure (M, L) and its conjugate CR structure (M, L) 
have the same chains. 
Proof: Let the CR structure of (M, L) be given by (6>, normalized so that 
dO 二 iO^O^ mod 0. Let LU = -(9, a;^  Define, as in (4.3) 
W=丨和 
二 /(0；1 + 彻 ） 
W2 = f + i c j i + 台 CJ + CLJ 
Ws = J(du + + EU^ + FLU) 






W4 = -^4 
and A 二 r, // = -u, p = —r. Since {Wi, W^} and 仰 , ^ 3 } gener-
ate the same differential ideal, the intergral submanifolds and thus the projections 
into M coincide. • 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let 小 \ M 一 M he a diffeomorphism between strictly pseudo-
convex 3 dimensional CR structures. If (j) maps the chains of M to the chains of 
M then 小 is either a CR diffeomorphism or a conjugate CR diffeomorphism. 
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Proof: Since 6 is a diffeomorphism, \p is a linear isomorphism of TpM to 
T*p� ]^ . Since 小 preserves chains,小本 maps each direction transversal to Hp to a 
direction transversal to H 彻 . I t follows that 小尔 maps Hp to H * � . Thus if {6>, 9'^ } 
gives the CR structure of M and {0, 0^} gives the CR structure of M, then 
句 = X O 
— (4.16) 
where A is a non-zero real function and W, V, v are complex functions. For the 
proof of the theorem it suffices to show that U\p = 0 or V\p = 0 for p G M. For 
simplicity we let 0 also denote (j)*0 and also denote (/>*炉.Then {0,0^} can 
be considered as defining CR structure on the same piece of R^ coordinatized by 
(X1,X2,X3). Let 7 � 二 (xi(t),X2(t),.T3(t)) be a chain with respect to the {6,0^} 
structure. Thus 7 � satisfies the equations 
and the same for 0, /i, B replaced by (9, jl, B and \B\ < C(1 + 
Since the characteristic tangent spaces with respect to both CR structures coin-
cide, a chain with large also has \fl\ large. From now on we restrict attention 
to chains that satisfy both 
/i| > 1 and > 1 
Along a chain one has 
= —fi0 and 妒 = - j l G 
From this and (4.16) one has 
- 靜 議 - 議 + V國=—A⑷A(7⑷） （4.18) 
Since A is non-zero, there exist a constant Ci independent of the particular chain 
such that 
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provided > 1. The same argument applied to 於-丄 gives |//| < C^/il provided 
lAl > 1. 
Assume each chain 7 is parametrized so that 尝 = 1 at p, where .the norm is 
with respect to any fixed Riemannian metric. Then there exist some constant a 
and c such that at p 
c \ a 
—< Si—) < ——< a 
[1 at fi ~ 
By differentiating (4.18) and using (4.17), one has, at p 
— + B(ru fi))o ( | | � u — ( — + 5 ( 7 ， " ) ) 没 F 
Here 0\FI\ denotes a term bounded by C\FI\ where C is independent of the chain 
7 and one has used that 0\/l\ can be replaced by 0\FI\. Further since B = 
= one has 
+ = - i^l / ipA + (4.19) 
Substitute (4.18) into (4.19) to obtain, at p, 
+ 纲 V 二 阳 + + ^^UV + jftJV + |/i|2|vf) + 
A 
which is an identity in /i. Comparing the coefficient of f / one has 
U'^V\p 二 0 
so either U\p or V\p is zero. • 
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4.3 Some pathological behaviour of chains 
In this section we mention some differences between the chains in CR geometry 
and the geodesies in Riemannian geometry. First it is useful to have the chain 
equations written directly in local coordinates. Starting with a hypersurface in 
normal form 
V = I 之 + ⑷ 之 2 乏 4 + 树 以 ) 乏 2 一 + 之|7 
= + u) 
By (4.13) and (4.14) one has 
b 二 F,,, + = 乏3 + + 
c = + Olzj^ = 24(<p(u)z^ + (p(u)z^) + 之 
I = FgEE + 0\z\^ = 48^{u)z + 0\z\^ 
The chain equation can be written as 
dz = —jiO 
d^i = (i^l/ip - {^(pz^ + + + m{ip(u)z'^ + (p{u)z^ + 
-{^ipz + o\z\^))e 
In local coordinates, by using (4.8), 
1 • ‘ 
0 = + 0\z\^^)du + (—每之 + 0\zf')dz + CT-Z + 0\zf)dz 
乙 Z L 
Introducing the time parameter along a given chain for which 
Then 
dz 
dfl 2 - 2 1 1 -
i = z川"I — Nd +-2—]1 
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and 
These equations may be rewritten as 
^ = 2- izfi-\-izfl + A 
营 二 — / X ( 4 . 2 0 ) 
f = � M p - + 2 却 乏 2 之 + 24I{RE{IFZ'^))FI - SCPZ + B 
with < C\iii\0\zf and B < C(\z\'^ + + |之|4|//|2). To study chains along 
which |/i| — oo, one introduces another time parametrization. Let s and t be 
related by 
dt 一 1 
Ts = 
along a given chain which always has fi different from zero. Then (4.20) becomes 
ds 丨川 2 � f x ft � 
fs = - - , (4。21) 
t = 叫 - + 3(^ 1 斤句 + 24zRe{cpz^){l) - 8ipz{j^) + b 
where \a\ = and \b\ =器. 
Chains in CR geometry differ from geodesies in Riemannian geometry in at least 
two ways. First, it is not true that any two arbitrary points can always be 
connected by a chain. Consider the following example from [BS . 
Let (z, u) be the local coordinates on Q. The map {z, u) [rz, r'^u), r G M, 
is a CR diffeomorphism for any fixed r 0. When r 1, this map generates 
an infinite cyclic group G of diffeomorphisms. Let V = [Q — { 0 } ) / G denote 
the quotient under the equivalence relation {z, u)�(r^z, r'^^u), n e Z. Then V 
is a smooth manifold and has a CR structure locally the same as that of Q. In 
particular any chain of Q maps to a chain of V and all chains of T> are so obtained. 
Let 7T : Q — {0 } V he the projection. Then 7r{z, u) = [z, u] = {(C,�)I(C，々)= 
(r^z, r^^u) for some n G Z} . 
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Proposition 4.3.1 There is no chain connecting [0,1] and [0, -1] in V. 
Proof: Suppose such a chain 7 existed. There would be a chain F in (J connecting 
(0,1) and ( 0 ， f o r some n and for which F — {0 } projects to 7 . But the only 
chain in Q between these two points in F = {(0, u)\u G R} and 7r(r —{0}) consists 
of two disjoint closed curves in V and so cannot be 7 . • 
The second difference was discovered by Fefferman [Fef]. He has shown that the 
hypersurface 
V = jzp + u\z\^ 
has a family of chains that “ spiral" into the origin. We will not present his proof 
here, instead we make some remarks regarding limit points of chains. Let 7 be a 
chain with some parametrization t, —00 < t < 00 and let p be a limit point in 
the sense that 
(i) l im“oo 7 � = P 
(ii) there does not exist a chain 7 containing p as an interior point and also 
containing the chain 7 . 
We show that 7 � must become more "horizontal" as it approaches p. 
Proposition 4.3.2 lim“oo 力)l — � 
Proof: For each point q and each initial value fio, there is some j j � ) for which 
the unique chain through q and having "slope" jio at q exits B{e, q). The function 
s{q, fio) can be chosen to be continuous by results in ODE. Thus if q is restricted 
to a compact neighborhood of p and fi�is restricted so that |/io| < C for some 
constant C, then the chain determined by q and / i�exits ome ball B{e, q) where 
e is independent of q and (lo. 
Now assume on the contrary that there is a sequence tj — 00 and a constant C 
such that \fJ^{tj)\ < C. Choose j* for which dist{p,^(t)) < | for all t, t > t)*, 
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where s is as above. However the chain through q 二 7(力』.*) with slope fi�二 
must exit B(s, q). This leads to a contradiction. • 
Next we show that 7 must have infinite arc length near a limit point. 
Proposition 4.3.3 Let ^ he a chain on a 3 dimensional CR manifold M (Z C? 
where £？ has the usual Euclidean structure of R^. / / 7 has a limit point then the 
arc length 0 / 7 is infinite. 
Proof: Starting with (4.21) and taking p to be the origin, then one has 
全二 _ i 
— 1 (4.22) 
where g{s) approaches zero as the point on the chain approaches the origin. 
Solving the second equation of (4.22) one has 
/i(5) = Cie'' + f e-i�g�a�da 
J So 
Hence |/x| < Ci + C2S 
where Ci and C2 are real constants and 
� � s = 00 
Jso M � 
Consider the curve in the z-plane defined by the first equation of (4.22). This 
curve is a projection of the chain and so it suffices to show that this curve has 
infinite arc length. This is so since 
厂 I 字 二 厂 二。0 
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